CO M E A N D
J OIN U S.
Mikron Automation is the leading partner for scalable and customized assembly systems –
from the first idea to the highest performance solutions. Mikron’s expertise and proven track
record guarantee the most productive solution to assemble customer products at each stage
of their lifecycle.

For our Boudry site we are seeking a

Software Developer
C#, WPF, SQL (m/f)
Your main tasks
_ Realize and test program modules
specified in object-oriented language
_ Propose standard IT solutions that can
be applied to majority of the customer
projects
_ Write the documentation and execute
the maintenance of realized program
modules
_ Ensure training and technical support of
the company’s automation engineers
_ Understand internal users’ and
customers’ requests and help them
specify their technical needs
_ Realize technical FS & SDS (UML)
specifications based upon actual
processes
_ Estimate and respect deadlines and
costs of the assigned development
projects
Your profile
_ Bachelor or Master’s Degree in software
engineering or automation
_ 3 to 5 years proven experience in
software environment
_ Fond knowledge of C# languages, WPF
technology, Visual Studio and Windows
environment. C++ : an asset
_ Practical and theoretical database
knowledge. SQL Server : an asset
_ Good knowledge of web technologies
and concepts. Blazor : an asset

_ Expertise in network’s architecture,
security and IT concepts
_ Ability to write the documentation, to
elaborate and give trainings
_ Proficiency in French and English (spoken
and written). Other language/German :
an asset
_ Willingness to limited travel
_ Analytical thinking, planning and
organizing, problem solving
_ Capacity of building organizational
relationships, open communication
_ Innovation-oriented
What we offer
_ A motivating, challenging position
with progression opportunities inside
a company which pays attention to the
continuous training needs of its staff,
quality and customer satisfaction
_ A multicultural, collegial, dynamic,
teamwork-focused and continuous
improvement-oriented environment
_ The opportunity to tackle a large
number of challenges in a technical and
software environment
_ An open-minded and human company
culture

Are you interested?
If so, do not hesitate to send your complete application (CV, motivation letter, diplomas
and certificates) to our Human Resources Department, att. Yannick Arrigoni (HR Assistant).
Mikron Switzerland AG, Boudry, Route du Vignoble 17, CH-2017 Boudry,
yannick.arrigoni@mikron.com, www.mikron.com

